
COMMERCE

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

What is the first step in production planning and control Routing Scheduling Follow up Dispatching

Which activity finds the deviations in the production 
process Routing Scheduling Follow up Dispatching

Which of these is a type of intermittent production Batch Mass Process Continuous

In which production system, the organization adopts a 
single order or contract Project Job Batch mass

In which  production system repetitive production is 
undertaken Project Job batch Process

The ratio of output to input is also called as productivity Quality Efficiency Inventory

In which inventory control system, stock levels are 
reviewed at fixed intervals Perpetual Periodic Just in Time Continuous

In ABC Analysis, which category has high value goods 
and requires strict control Category A Category B Category C Category D



The process of monitoring and maintaining the 
inventory at desired level is called Quality Control Inventory Control Productivity Production Control

In which production ssytem, production is carried out 
through standardized sequence of operations Job Project Process Continuous

Zero inventory control system is also called as Just in time EOQ MAPICS ABC

Which is one of the oldest inventory control models Just in time EOQ MAPICS VED Analysis

The physical arrangement of production facilities is 
called as Product Design Process Design Plant Layout Inventory Control

Dr. Ishihawa Karou is known as the father of TQM Six Sigma Quality Circle Kaizen

Dr.D.W.Deming introduced the concept of TQM Six Sigma Quality Circle Kaizen

DMAIC is a model used in which approach TQM Six Sigma Quality Circle Kaizen

Which of these refers to continuous improvement TQM Six Sigma Quality Circle Kaizen

ISO is based in which of these countries London Geneva Mumbai New York



Quality Circle is a group of which type of workers Voluntary Formal Selective Lazy

Six Sigma was developed by which country Motorola Microsoft Mercedes MacDonalds

Which of the following costs are incurred before actual 
operation Prevention Appraisal Internal Failure External Failure

Which costs are also called as inspection costs Prevention Appraisal Internal Failure External Failure

Which of these is a measure of service quality AIDA SERVQUAL DAGMAR ABC

For which improvement is six sigma suggested marketing Materials Process Finance

Which of these is a customer oriented quality focussed 
management philosophy TQM Inspection SQC Appraisal

Quality Circle is based on which style of management Aggressive Participative Appraisal Formal

Treasury Bills are which type of securities Medium Short Long Very long

Which market is also called as new issue market primary secondary  derivative call money



Which of these is an example of unorganised money 
market Commercial bills

Indigenous 
Bankers Commercial Paper BSE

Capital Market deals in which type of funds Short very short  medium Long

Who regulates the activites of Stock Exchange State Government
Central 
Government SEBI RBI

Which of these was the first credit rating agency in 
India CRISIL CARE ICRA SEBI

In India, IPO is regulated by BCCI RBI SEBI SBI

Listed companies issue which of the following type of 
securities

Commercial 
Paper Treasury Bills

Gilt edged 
Securities Currency

Which of these is a pioneer depository in India CDSL NSDL RBI SEBI

Which of these acts as a clearing house of securities RBI SEBI SBI Stock Exchange

SEBI promotes the interest of which of the following 
entities borrowers Investors Government Brokers

Which of these are the oldest type of securities Forward Swaps Futures Option



Mutual Funds are regulated by SEBI RBI SBI CRISIL

Which of the following contracts are highly 
standardised Forward Futures Options Hedging

Which of these is an example of hard commodity corn sugar wheat crude oil

Under which scheme, an investor can invest at the time 
of initial issue Index Open ended Close ended Growth

Who of the following protects himself from risk 
associated with the price of the asset Speculator Hedger Arbitageur Investor

Which of these is traded in commodities market Equity market Bonds Debt Instruments Crude oil

Who of these quotes a buy and sell price in a financial 
instrument Floor trader market maker Arbitageur Investor

Which of these provides small loans to low income 
group people Micro Finance macro Finance Venture Financing Bank loans

Which of these is the oldest stock exchange in the world BSE NSE
London Stock 
exchange New York Exchange

An investment vehicle offered by Mutual Funds to 
investors is called SIP LIP MIP NIP



Which section of Income Tax Act offers tax concession 
to investors in Mutual Funds 88 80 C 100 82

Disclosing confidential information by an employee of 
the company to an outsider is called Outsider trading Insider trading Cheating fraud

BUSINESS LAW

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Minimum persons required to form a public ltd company 4 10 7 50

Real owners of the Company are____ Debenture Holders Managers Creditors Shareholders 

Private Company cant issue______ Prospectus Circulars Tenders Notices

One person Company has only _____ Ten person One Person Two Person Eight Person

Holding Compnay controls the more than 50% of Share 
Capital of _____ Subsidiary One Person Company chartered Company Statutory Company

Minimum persons required to form a Private Company is 
____ 1 4 2 5



Compnay has a place of business in India but registered 
outside of India. Small Company Govt. Company Foreign Company Statutory Company

Bank of england is an example of _______. Chartered Company Producer Company Public Company Charitable Company

Fundamental document of Company is __________. Prospectus Minute Book
Memorandum of 
association Articles of Association

All companies registered on or after 01.11.2000 are given 
an unique________

Corporate Identity 
Number (CIN)

Director's Identity 
Number(DIN)

Permanent Account 
Number(PAN)

Tax payer's Identification 
Number (TIN)

Minimum Paid up share capital of a Private Ltd.Co should 
be____. Rs.5 lakhs Rs.10 lakhs Rs. 1 Lakh Rs.Two lakh

Quorum for a general meeting in case of Private Company is 
____. One Two Three Four

In case of Company Capital Clause is contained in ______ Articles of association Prospectus Deemed Prospectus
Memorandum of 
Association 

Essential Element of a Compnay valid meeting  is______. Chairperson of Meeting Conflicts Disputes Leader

Minimum noice period for convening a general meeting is 
____ One Month Seven Days Twenty one days Two weeks

Partnership is created by ______ An agreement An association Force An Engagement



The Indian partnership act was enacted in the year_____. 1935 1947 1932 1995

____ can become a director. Firm HUF Individual Company

The maximum number of partners in banking business 
should not be more than 5 10 20 50

Dormant partner is also called as_______. Sleeping Partner Minor Partner Active Partner Retired Partner

Member of Joint Hindu Family is called as ______ Partner Co-Parcener Sub-Agent Director

Hindu law governs ____ Joint Hindu Family firms
Limited Liability 
partnerships co-operative society charitable trusts

Liability of  Minor partner is _____ Joint Joint & Several Limited Unlimited

Registration of Partnership in the state of Maharashtra is 
____ Compulsory Voluntary Necessary Closed

Dissolution of partnership may take place because of ___ Insanity of partner Fever to a partner Injury to a partner Foreign Tour of a partner

List of items discussed in meeting is called _____ Proxy Agenda Motion Voting



Temporary suspension of the meeting is called as____ Adjournment Minutes Quorum cancellation

Extra ordinary general meeting is called for ___ General Business Routine Business Special Business Social gathering

Annual General Meeting of a Company is called ___ Every Year Every Month Occassionally Fequently

Statutory meeting of a company is conducted ____ Whenever need arises
Only once in life time of 
company Every year Daily

Consumer protection act is significant to._____ Immovable goods All goods and services
Particular goods and 
services Movable goods

How many rights does a consumer have under Consumer 
Protection Act 6 25 30 35

_______ are made to hear complaints of the value more 
than one crore. State level commission

National level 
commission District level forum Taluka level forum

______ is the standardized mark on jewellery Hallmark BIS ISI Agmark

Rights of consumer are protected under ___________
Consumer Protection 
Act 1950

Consumer Protection 
Act 1960

Consumer Protection Act 
1986

Consumer Protection Act 
2000

The redressal of consumer grievances, the consumer 
protection Act is a One tier enforcement Three tier enforcement Two tier enforcement Four tier enforcement



State commission hears the plea of customer’s product 
whose worth is Rs. 20 lakh to_______ 1 Crore 2 Crore 5 Crore 3 Crore

What is the full form of MRP? Minimum Retail Price
Minimum Rental 
Premium Maximum Retail Price

Maximum Rental 
Premium

Copyright is generally used in Books Chemicals Machine technology Food

The term “WIPO” stands for _____
World Investment policy 
organization

World intellectual property 
organization

 Wildlife Investigation 
and Policing organization

 World institute for 
Prevention of organized 
crime

Which of the following is not an intellectual property law? Copyright Act, 1957 Trademark Act, 1999 Patent Act, 1970 Customs Act, 1962

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) protect the use of 
information and ideas that are of Ethical value Commercial value Social value Moral value

A new way to process milk so that there is no fat in any 
cheese made from it . To be protected under_______ Patent Industrial designs Trade mark Copyright 

To be patented, an invention must be_____ Novel Ordinary Usual Copied

IPR are creations of ____ Nature Accidental phenomenon Humans God

In LLP, how many minimum designated partners are 
required? 4 3 2 1



Limited Liability Partnership Act is enacted in year? 2008 1932 1956 1970

One of the features of Limited Liability Partnership is 
__________ Body Corporate Unlimited liability fixed duration No agreement

Maximum number of partners allowed in Limited Liability 
Partnership is ____ 50 100 Unlimited 200

Patent can be granted to? Product Process Business Product and Process 

BUSINESS ECONOMICS

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

In all countries, _________ play an important role in 
promoting economic growth directly or indirectly. Government Markets Financial Policy Monetary Policy

In 20th century, the ________ introduced 
socialism/communism in their countries. USA India USSR European Union

Indian follows ________ economic system. Command Mixed Market Traditional

Under the ________ economy, governments attempted 
to control and regulate their economies besides, directly 
undertaking some economic activities. Market Traditional Command Mixed



Democratic government make use of ________ policy 
to raise revenue and incur expenditures in order to 
achieve its economic objectives Fiscal Monetary Traditional Foreign

One of the first book exclusively written on Public 
Finance was _______ in 1892. Bastable'

The wealth of 
Nations' The essentials'

Government of 
Dependencies'

Adjusting the public expenditure as per the inflation and 
depression in the economy is known as _________.

Functional 
finance Trade cycle Budget Welfare economy

During inflation, the government should follow 
________ budget. Balanced Deficit Surplus Economic

Classical economist advocated the government to 
involve in _______.

all the activities 
of the economy

only in most 
essential activities

selective economic 
and political 
activities

only welfare 
related activities

Which of the following is not an assumption of the 
principle of MSA?

All taxes result in 
sacrifice

All public 
expenditure lead 
to benefits

Public revenue 
consists only of 
taxes

The budget may be 
surplus or deficit

When an individual pays income tax, her purchasing 
power, equal to the tax paid, gets transferred to the 
government & she experiences ___________ Utility Disutility Benefit Advantage

when revenue is equal to public expenditure then 
government has _____________ budget. Balanced Deficit Surplus Unbalanced

England is an example of ________ Economy Traditional Capitalist Communist Mixed

Environment protection, national services, water supply 
are example of ___________ Public goods Demerit goods Private goods Monetary Goods



In 1980's many countries in the world _________ their 
economies. Nationalised Liberalised Privatised Globalised

A fund raised through the various taxes is referred to as 
_____. non - tax revenue direct tax indirect tax tax revenue

During Inflation, the government adopt _____________ 
fiscal policy. Expansionary Contractionary Both (a)and (b) Monetary Policy 

During deflation, the government adopt _________ 
fiscal policy. Expansionary Contractionary Both (a)and (b) Monetary Policy 

Equity, progressive, elasticity certainty are the merits of 
______. Direct taxes Income taxes Indirect taxes Wealth taxes

____ is the tax rate imposed by law. Tax Base Marginal tax rate Effective tax rate Statutory tax rate 
When supply is more elastic the burden of tax is _____. More on buyers More on sellers Borne fully by 

buyers
Borne fully by 
sellers

Tax on rich and luxury goods will ___ Increase 
investment

Check deflation Check inflation Decrease 
investment

Tax on harmful commodities ____ Discourage their 
consumption

Encourage their 
consumption

Have neutral effect Increase spending

Redistributive taxation may have adverse effect on Rate of interest Capital formation Disinvestment Government 
purchases



Tax concessions can reduce government's expenditure 
and may adversely affect _____

Supply price Money supply Aggregate demand Interest rate

Taxes have an anti-inflationary effect if imposed on 
_______

Essential 
commodities

Consumer goods Toys Luxury goods

Increase in tax rate can ________ investment Divert Increase Neutralise Improve

Reduction in tax rate during recession will _______ 
aggregate demand

Reduce Not affect Increase Discourage

Taxation during war can reduce _________ Deflation Inflation Recession Depreciation

Higher rate of income tax leads to _______ in standard 
of living of the people

Improvement No effect Betterment Deterioration

Public expenditure on education and health will have a 
___________ effect on peoples ability to work. negative neutral positive stagnating

During recession, _____________________.

public 
expenditure 
should be 
increased

public expenditure 
should be reduced

taxation should be 
increased

public debt should 
be incurred

Government expenditure on maintenance on defence 
establishment is an example of ____________.

development 
expenditure

non development 
expenditure capital expenditure

productive 
expenditure

Development expenditure is incurred 
on_____________________. defence Interest payment subsidies Infrastructure



Non-transfer expenditure 
include___________________. old - age pension

Unemployment 
allowance Interest payment

expenditure on 
education

Canons of public expenditure were laid down by 
economist___________

George Findlay 
Shirras Adolf Wagner J.B.Say Milton Friedman

In India, government account auditing is done by 
the___________ RBI CAG SEBI NABARD

Subsidies to agriculture and small scale industries are 
given in order to promote___________in these sectors.

old age pension
defence 
expenditure interest payments subsidiesDuring the time of war, the government enlarges the tax 

structure to generate more funds to meet the increase in 
the defence expenditure this is known 
as_______________________. tax tolerance inspection effect

displacement 
effect

concentration 
effect

_______ functions mainly include defence, 
administration of justice and provision of civic 
amenities. Traditional New Common Specific

Subsidies to agriculture and small scale industries are 
given in order to promote___________in these sectors.

production and 
employment stability equality flexibility

A financial assistance given to poor people or farmers is 
commonly known as ___________

subsidies tax tariff loan

___________ refers to the protection of the individual 
against economic hazards in which government 
participates for betterment of economy.

social insurance social security social justice capitalist policy

In case of _______________ debt, government makes 
an announcement regarding floating of loans.

non-productive compulsory voluntary productive



High debt servicing can let many countries towards 
___________

debt trap additional loan increasing welfare
employment 
opportunities

The importance of fiscal policy as an economic tool was 
recognised during the Great Depression of the _______. 1960 1940 1930 1950

Which of the following is not a characteristics of a tax.
Has-quid-pro-
quo

Is a compulsory 
payment

Is not imposed as 
penalty

Involves sacrifice 
on part of the payer

The main objective of fiscal policy was defined as 
achievement of ___________.

Reducing 
unemployment

Increasing the 
rate of interest

Controlling 
Inflation

Reducing Income 
inequalities

Developing countries need to resort to ____________ in 
order to finance their programmes of industrialization 
and infrastructure building. Private finance Equity financing Deficit financing Privatisation

_________ of the economy is another important 
function of fiscal policy, especially in developed 
economies that experience business cycle. Stabilization

Increasing the rate 
of investment

Reducing income 
inequalities Captilal formation

High __________ taxation will lead to slow economic 
progress. Digressive Regressive Progressive Proportional 

When the national income rises and the economy 
experiences ___________ and inflation takes place. Boom period High growth rate Development Prosperity

By increasing direct taxes like income tax, wealth tax 
etc. the _____________ of the people can be reduced. Income

Disposable 
income Personal income Savings

The main objective of contra-cyclical fiscal policy is to 
achieve _________________. Full employment Development

Economic 
stability Prosperity



Economic situations may warrant the government to 
adopt strict measures and ensure __________. Fiscal prudence Fiscal policy monetary policy

Contra cyclical 
policy

______________is adopted to compensate the decline 
in private investment during recession and depression.

Compensatory 
spending Pump priming

Government 
expenditure

Ricardian 
equivalence 
theorem

If the economy is in an inflationary period, what action 
would fiscal policy would likely take? Decrease taxes

Decreases the 
discount rate Increase taxes Increase spending

In _________ based budget every item has to be re-
evaluated  thoroughly starting from the zero base 

Traditional 
Budget

Zero Based 
Budget

Performance 
Budget

Programme Budget

In_______ government all the affairs of the entire 
country are conducted by a single government

Unitary 
Government

Federal 
Government

Democratic 
Government

Autocratic 
Government

In __________Government, the affairs of the country 
are conducted by the authorities of different levels of 
the government

Unitary 
Government

Federal 
Government

Democratic 
Government

Autocratic 
Government

ADVERTISING

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Newspaper media __________ insertion and  changeof 
ads practically overnight. disallow reject allow avoid

Newspapers publish __________ color advertisements. white black multi grey



Listeners give _______ attention to radio ads. limited full unlimited great
Internet media is economical for ___________ 
advertising.

global local regional national

Digital advertising is more cost effective as compared 
to ______ media like TV .

trending scientific modern traditional 

Majority of the members in ABC are   _____because 
they are most affected by circulation figures.

advertisers consumers viewers lawyers

Spam refers to unsolicited, mass email advertising for a 
product or service that is sent by an unknown entity to 
_______.

Residential  
addresses

 email addresses   office addresses  Advertiser 
addresses

 In India most consumers would like to physically 
inspect the ______ before purchases.

goods baggage loads auctions

________________ advertising includes in built screen 
advertising. Cinema Television Radio Magazine 

____________ includes special aspects such as large screen Radio Television Newspaper Cinema 

 _________ advertising is suitable for retailers and service 
providers in a particular locality around the theatre. Cinema Television Digital Newspaper

_____________ advertisng is also known as "mural 
advertising " Magazine Radio Television Outdoor 



___________advertising has the greatest advantage of 
repeat exposure. Outdoor Cinema Radio Magazine 

Every media plan begins with the _____________. Media objective

Media analysis Media-mix Media strategy

Media-____________ in advertising  involves decisions 
regarding  the delivery of message to the target audience.

Analysis

Subjective Planning Strategy

___________describe the number of times that an 
advertisement appear in the media.

Condition

Exposure Repetition Frequency

___________ is a way of describing audience based on 
factors such as age, gender, education level, etc.

Demographics

Psychographic Soci-economic Infographic

Scheduling in______________can help avoid the irritation 
factor an can keep an advertising campaigns freshers for 
longer times. Continuity Random media waves

In __________ Rusell Colley developed the DAGMAR model.

1951 1955

1961 1965

_________ is the first communication goal in DAGMAR 
model. Unawareness Awareness Comprehension Action

_________ is the second communication goal in DAGMAR 
model. Unawareness Awareness Comprehension Action

The________ can be segmented on the bases of 
demographics, pyschographics etc. Competition Campaign Scheduling Target market



In sale of Beauty products , prospects are generally 
the_________ Children Young women Business men Sports men

_________ is the most popularly used method of budgeting 
for advertising. Unit of sales expenditure competitor parity Percentage of sales

All you can afford method of ad budgeting is a ________ 
method scientific subjective rational logical

The term Cognitive in the advertising model 
means______________

information & 
awareness feelings action desire

A high invovlement product may become a low 
involvement product because of  ___________

sales promotional 
offer nature of product

nature of 
consumer

feature of the 
product

Endorsements by ________ are most suitable for 
medical/health products professionals models cartoon characters

company 
executives

Advertising of children's products could be made 
effective through endorsements by ___________

company 
executives cartoon characters loyal customers professionals

The ad of Dove soap has made use of endorsements by 
___________ professionals radio Jockeys common people TV news readers

The concept of USP was developed by ______ Rosser Reeves Philip Kotler David Ogilvy Al Reis

Soaps and Tooth pastes are an examples of _____. LIP HIP ABC NBC



Frequency of the Luxury Brand Watch advertisements is 
________. high low moderate negligible

Low involvement products face_____ competition in 
comparison with High involvement products. high low no rare

_____ noodles is the USP of Nestle Maggi. 12 Minutes 2 minutes 5 minutes 10 minutes

Festive season discount on consumer durables is an _____ 
appeal. emotional rational positive negative

USP must be strong enough to _____in new customer. push attract segment allocate

 _______refers to a person or authority that endorses the 
product. manufacturer Endorser retailer customer

MRF tyres - muscled man , symbolises strength  & ____ of 
tyres. 

Quality

Quantity Number Packet 

An illustraion  may  create ___ among the audience .

Interest

Hobbies Like Avoidance 

Consumers often create their own repeutation; therefore a 
______________ results in additional promotional at no 
cost to the company. Jingle Illustration Call to action Branding

Jingle is associated with _____________ advertisements. Radio Newspaper Magazine Outdoor



The music supports the ______________  of  the 
commercial. Jingle Cost Media Time slot

The ________________ is a visual plan of the commercial. Signature cut Subheadline Storyboard Slogan

______________ avoids wastages in advertising. Pre-testing Concurrent testing Post-testing Middle testing

Order of merit rating is one of the methods 
of__________________________. Sales area test Readership test Recall test Consumer jury test

"Jab mein chotha bachcha tha, badi shararat karta tha"  is 
jingle for Complan Bajaj Bulbs Lijjat papad Lifebuoy Soap 

Which one of the following is method of Consumer Jury 
Test? Depth Interview Word association

Order of Merit 
Rating 

Sentence 
Completion

Under this technique the respondent is shown a scene or a 
picture and is asked to make up a story about it.

Mechanical 
laboratory test Portfolio Test Theatre type test 

Construction 
Technique 

In this type of test , few persons are made seated in a mini 
theatre or studio. Theatre type test 

Mechanical 
laboratory test Portfolio Test 

Construction 
Technique 

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

ACCOUNTANCY & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT



General reserve is also called as _______ . Free Reserves Capital Reserve Contingency 
Reserve

Secret reserve

_______ is used to describe reserves which 
cannot be distributed as dividend.

Free Reserves Capital Reserve Revenue 
Reserve

General Reserve

________ is created to meet an unexpected 
event of adverse nature.

Free Reserves Capital Reserve Contingency 
Reserve

Secret reserve

_____ are created as a result of certain 
manipulations and adjustments.

Free Reserves Capital Reserve Contingency 
Reserve

Secret reserve

________ is a liability falling due a date later 
than the expiration of one whole accounting 
period.

Long term 
liabilities

Current 
liabilities

Quick liabilities Contingent 
liabilities

________ are those short term obligations of an 
enterprise which mature within one year or 
within operating cycle.

Long term 
liabilities

Current 
liabilities

Provisions Contingent 
liabilities

Bank overdraft is an example of _____ . Long term 
liabilities

Provisions Quick liabilities Contingent 
liabilities

_____ are shown as a foot note to the balance 
sheet.

Long term 
liabilities

Provisions Current 
liabilities

Contingent 
liabilities



Mines is an example of _______ . Floating assets Wasting Assets Current assets Quick assets

_______ are those which can be easily 
converted into cash.

Floating assets Wasting Assets Fixed assets Quick assets

________ are those which exist and benefit the 
business but not disclosed in the balance sheet.

Floating assets Wasting Assets Hidden assets Fictitious assets

Preliminary expenses not written off and 
appearing in balance sheet is an example of 
_______ .

Floating assets Wasting Assets Hidden assets Fictitious assets

Assets which are produced or purchased and 
held in possession with a view to convert them 
into cash in the normal course of business are 
_______ .

Floating assets Wasting Assets Hidden assets Fictitious assets

Goodwill is an example of ____ asset. Fixed Current Quick Floating

Vehicle is an example of ____ asset. Tangible 
movable

Tangible 
immovable

Intangible Current

The divisible profit among the option given is 
……………..

Capital 
Reserve 
Account 

security 
premium 
account

revaluation 
reserve

profit and loss 
Account



The full form of CRR is……….. cash reserve 
ratio

capital 
redemption 
reserve

cash repay 
reserve

cashier 
rememption 
reserve

if face value is Rs.10 and issued value is 
rs.10.than it is called issue at_________

par premium discount commission 

if face value is Rs 10 and issue value of rs.15 
than it is caleed issue at

par premium discount commission 

if face value is Rs.10 and issued value is rs.8 
than it is called issued at

par premium discount commission 

The Account which is credited when the 
investment sold is …….

bank a/c investment a/c preference 
share a/c

cash a/c

………………should authorise the issue and 
redemption of preference shares

Articles of 
Association 

Memorandum 
of Association 

minutes directors

Loss  on sale of Non- Cumulative Sinking Fund 
Investments is  __________.

Debited to 
Profit and Loss 
A/c

Debited to 
Sinking Fund 
A/c

Debited to 
Sinking Fund 
Investment A/c

Credited to 
Profit & Loss 
Appropriation 
A/cBalance of Sinking Fund for redemption of 

debentures  is shown under__________ in 
balance sheet.

Long Term 
Borrowings

Investments Reserves and 
Surplus

Current 
Liabilities



If debentuers are redeemed by conversion into 
equity shares, then , the amount transferred to 
General Reserve is ____________.

Equal to the 
face value of 
debentures 
redeemed 

Nil Equal to the 
face value of 
the equity 
shares issued

Equal to 
difference 
between the 
face value of Trilok Ltd. Converted its 9000  10% Debentures 

of Rs. 100 each into 9% Preference Shares of 
Rs. 100 each issued at a discount of 10%. 
Calculate the number of preference shares to 
be issued.

9,000 10,000 9,900 9100

The Sinking Fund Table shows that Re. 
0.31720856 invested at 5% compound interest 
will become Rupee 1 in 3 Years. If the amount 
of Redemption is Rs. 13,20,000 ; the annual 
instalment towards Sinking Fund is _________

Rs. 4,08,715 Rs. 4,18,751 Rs. 4,18,715 Rs.4,18,517

The  Sinking Fund Table shows that 
Re.0.083290 @ 4% interest will accumulate to 
Re.1 at the end of 10th year. If the amount of 
redemption of debentures is Rs. 7,50,000 ; the 

Rs.62,467 Rs. 62,746 Rs. 62,647 Rs. 62476

The Sinking Fund value of  Re.1 @ 5% interest 
for 4 years is 0.23012. If the amount of 
Redemption of Debentures is Rs. 5,00,000 ; the 
annual instalment towards Sinking Fund is 
__________.

1,11,060 1,15,560 1,15,160 1,15,060

When a company is liquidated, the debenture 
holders have a prior right for ___________.

Principal 
Amount

Interest Principal 
Amount + 
Interest

Accumulated 
Dividend



Which of the following statement is false ? A company can 
buy its own 
debentures 
and shares

A company can 
issue 
convertible 
debentures

A company can 
issue 
redeemable 
debentures

A company can 
issue 
debentures with 
voting rightsWhich of the following is false with respect to 

debentures?
They can be 
issued as 
collateral 
security

They can be 
issued in lieu of 
dividends

They can be 
issued for cash

They can be 
issued for 
consideration 
other than cashWhich of the following is false? Interest on 

debentures is 
an 
appropriation 

Rate of interset 
on debentures 
is fixed

Debenture 
holders do not 
have voting 
rights

Equity is 
owners' stake 
and the 
debenture is a Which of the following statement is True? A debenture 

holder receives 
interest only in 
the event of 

Loss on Issue of 
Debentures A/c 
is a revenue 
loss

Debentures 
cannot be 
converted into 
preference 

A company can 
purchase its 
own debentures 
in the open Conversion of debentures into the shares, 

wholly or partly,  ___________. 
needs an 
ordinary 
resolution 
passed at a 
general 
meeting

needs a special 
resolution 
passed at a 
general 
meeting

needs a 
resolution 
passed at a 
meeting of 
Board of 
Directors

does not 
require any 
resolution. 

Which of the following statement is True 
regarding Debenture Redemption Reserve 
(DRR)?

DRR is not 
created when 
debentures are 
redeemed out 
of profits.

DRR is not 
created when 
debentures are 
redeemed out 
of capital

The adequacy 
of DRR is 15% 
of the nominal 
value of the 
debentures to 
be redeemed.

When 
debentures are 
fully convertible 
only into shares, 
DRR is created.



Own debentures are those debentures of the 
company which_________.

The company 
purchases 
from the 
market and 
keeps them as 
investments

The company 
allots to its 
own promoters

The company 
allots to its 
director

The company 
allots to its 
shareholders

Bad debts written off realised is shown under 
____________

Pre-
Incorporation 
income 

Security 
Premium A/c

General 
Reserve A/c 

Post -
Incorporation 
income 

The excess of net assets over consideration 
paid is called 

Security 
Premium 

Capital Reserve Goodwill Reserve Capital 

Pre- incorporation profit is available for payment of 
dividend 

payment of 
interest on 
debentures 

payment of 
fixed assets 

for writing off 
fixed assets 

While calculating pre-incorporation profit, 
carriage on sales  is 

allocated in 
sales ratio

allocated in 
purchase ratio 

debited to pre-
incorporation 
period 

debited to post -
incorporation 
period

For computation of profit prior to 
incorporation, postage and telegram is 

treated as pre-
incorporation 
expenditure 

allocated in 
sales ratio 

allocated in 
time ratio 

treated as post-
incorporation 
expenditure

For computation of profit prior to 
incorporation, Managing Director's 
remuneration is 

allocated in 
time ratio 

treated as post-
incorporation 
expenditure

allocated in 
sales ratio 

treated as pre-
incorporation 
expenditure 



While computation of profit prir to 
incorporation , Brokerage on sale of 
debentures is 

treated as pre-
incorporation 
expenditure 

allocated in 
sales ratio 

allocated in 
time ratio 

treated as post-
incorporation 
expenditure

For computation of profit prior to 
incorporation, management expense  is 

allocated in 
time ratio 

treated as post-
incorporation 
expenditure

treated as pre-
incorporation 
expenditure 

allocated in 
sales ratio 

While computation of profit prir to 
incorporation , After sales service cost is 

debited to post 
-incorporation 
period

debited to pre-
incorporation 
period 

allocated in 
sales ratio 

allocated in 
time ratio 

For computation of profit prior to 
incorporation, Formation expense is 

debited to pre-
incorporation 
period 

treated as post-
incorporation 
expenditure

transferred to 
General 
Reserve A/c 

 transferred to 
Capital Reserve 

Preliminary expenses, discount on issue of 
shares and debentures not written off should 
be shown in

Balance sheet 
liabilities  side 

Partner's 
Capital A/c

Profit & loss 
Appropriation 
A/

Balance sheet 
asset side 

While computation of profit prir to 
incorporation , Delivery expense is 

allocated in 
sales ratio 

allocated in 
time ratio 

treated as post-
incorporation 
expenditure

treated as pre-
incorporation 
expenditure 

For computation of profit prior to 
incorporation, printing & stationery expense is 

treated as pre-
incorporation 
expenditure 

treated as post-
incorporation 
expenditure

allocated in 
time ratio 

allocated in 
sales ratio 

FOUNDATION COURSE



Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

The Citizens' charter approach has several things in 
common with _________. LMC TQM PQM RQM

Till April, 2006,  ____________ Citizens' charters had 
been formulated by the Central Government 
Ministers/Depts/Organisations. 111 222 333 444

Three major national level banks were selected for the 
Hand-Holding exercise by the DARPG in the year 
__________. 1997 1998 1999 2000

Evaluation of the functioning of the IFCs was carried 
out by the __________ and the Consumer Co-
ordination Council. DARPG DARG CPFC ICPL

___________ IFC / May I Help You / Inquiry Counters 
have been set up so far by the central government 
organisation. 90 105 115 130

A Best Client's Charter Award was instituted in 
____________. 1993 1995 1997 1999

Right to information Act was passed in the year--- 2002 2003 2004 2005

RTI empowers ----- of the country and ensures their 
participation in democratic process Outsiders Citizens Persons Children

RTI brought transparency and ------- in government 
officials Apathy Laziness Lack of interest Accountability



This was the first state to pass an RTI legislation in 
India Maharashtra Tamandu Goa Delhi

Under RTI , every----must maintain records in a proper 
format, computerised and connected through a 
network. Employer School Teacher Public Authority

Under RTI, every public authority , within one hundred 
days of enactment of this Act, designate---- Agents Officers

Public Information 
Officer Manager

A person who desires to obtain information under RTI 
Act shall make a request in writing or by---- Spoken words Implied Terms Electronically Verbally

When was Polluter Pays Principle first formally 
articulated? 1973 1971 1970 1972

Someone is financially responsible for the elimination 
of the pollution they cause is the basis of which 
principle?

Human Rights 
Principle

Sustainability 
Principle

Polluter Pays 
Principle

Participation 
Principle

_____ explains his views in the idea of " Respect for 
Nature". Arne Naess John Passmore Paul W Taylor Vandana Shiva

_______  examines processes and relationship across 
multiple ecosystem or very large geographical areas System ecology

Ecosystem 
ecology

Landscape 
ecology Political ecology

_____ links the domination of women to the 
domination of nature under patriarchal society

Anthropocentris
m Ecocentrism Ecofeminism Biocentrism

Social ecologist such as ____ claim  that  deep ecology 
fails to link environmental crises with authoritarianism 
and hierarchy. Daniel Botkin William Grey Murray Bookchin Paul W Taylor



The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are 
officially known as …........

Transforming our 
world

Regenerating our 
world Saving our world

Reclaiming our 
world

The World Commission on environment and 
development is also known as the ….... Commission Brundtland Bryan Norton Arne Naess Nicolas Hulot

Kyoto protocol was adopted in 1997 1897 2007 2017

Doha amendment to Kyoto protocol was in 2012 1897 2007 2017

Experiencing ourselves as a part of the planet earth is 
the basic idea of Deep Ecology Eco-feminism System Ecology Population ecology

A study examining the dynamics of population of single 
species

Behavioural 
Ecology Eco-physiology

Population 
Ecology

Community 
Ecology

A study focuses on the interaction between species 
within an ecological community

Behavioural 
Ecology Eco-physiology

Population 
Ecology

Community 
Ecology

A study examines processes and relationship across 
multiple eco systems in large geographic areas

Landscape 
Ecology

Ecosystem 
Ecology

Population 
Ecology

Community 
Ecology

The Convention on …..... in 1992 was an important 
international agreement recognizing Intergenerational 
equity. Ecological study Biological survey

Biological 
Diversity Equality

Some of the recently developed __________products 
may have unintended consequence. technology biotechnology nanotechnology parental control



_____________phones are increasingly used world 
wide. Satellite Mobile Toy Land

Patho-biotechnology describes the exploitation of 
_________________ derived compounds for beneficial 
effect. GPS Pathogens DNA GSM

_______________ organisms are sprayed on 
strawberry and potato plants to protect from frost 
injury. Ice-minus Tobacco Petrochemicals Amino acidsIn the _________________ approach materials and 
devices are built from molecular components which 
assemble themselves chemically by principles of 
molecular recognition. bottom-up top-down horizontal vertical

Powerful motors using shape memory alloys with 
nanoparticles made up of ____________ Ai-Ti alloys Mi-Ti alloys Bi-Ti alloys Ni-Ti alloys

GOES, type of satellites orbit _____________________ 
km above the Earth's equator. 500 1500 35000 355000

Which of the following exam is not conducted or 
organized by UPSC

Police Sub 
Inspector 
Examination

Combined 
Défense Service 
Examination

Indian Economic 
Service

Indian Statistical 
Service 
Examination

For the post of "Tax Assistant in CBDT & CBEC", which 
of the following examination will be conducted by SSC.

Combined 
Graduate Level 
Exam

Tax Assistant 
Examination

Junior Engineers 
Exam

Selection Office 
Exam____________ is the national level entrance 

examination in India for Postgraduate candidates who 
wish to apply for admission in Ph.D. or university level 
teaching jobs in India. GRC GIC NET BBA

______ the famous physicist is considered as the 
father of nano technology. Albert Einstein Richard Feynman Albert Schweitzer Ernst Haeckel



This enables people to access network services any 
time and anywhere

Landline 
computing Mobile computing Television Wireless

This is a technology based on biology Nano technology Biotechnology Laser technology
Satellite 
technology

This is a modern speciality of bio-technology
Software 
engineering Civil engineering

Genetic 
Engineering

Electrical 
engineering

This is the study about effect of genetic inheritance of 
an individual's response to drugs

Pharma-
cogenomics

Genetic 
engineering Pharmacology Pharmacy

This theory assumes that employees like work, are 
creative and can exercise self discretion

Two factor 
theory X theory Y theory ERG theory

In SMART goal setting, letter R stands for Readable Realistic Reversible Robust

This is a habit associated with the endowment of self 
knowledge Be proactive

Begin with the 
end in mind

Put first things 
first Think win win

According to Maslow, the self-actualizing tendency is: Instinct Imprinting
Growth 
Motivation

Deficiency 
motivation

According to Cognitive Evaluation Theory, providing 
incentive pay

causes co-
workers to 
compete with 
each other for 

encourages 
employees to 
perform at a 
higher level 

changes the 
employee's 
perceptions of 
self.

decreases 
employees' overall 
levels of intrinsic 
motivation.

The beginning of a good report should contain 
________

Facts and 
evidences Methodology

Recommendation
s

A purpose for 
writing the report



According to the Principle of Clarity in drafting a report 
____

A report should 
be written in a 
simple language

A report should 
be brief

A report should 
be properly 
planned

A report should 
have a sound 
purpose

Which of the following is NOT a parameter of a report?

To acquire 
additional 
information

To report the 
sequence of a 
event

To arrive at a 
subjective 
evaluation

To provide a 
worthwhile 
recommendations

Which of the following statements are NOT a correct 
statement with regards to Paragraph-writing and Essay-
writing?

Students ability 
can be better 
judged through 
Paragraph-
writing than 
through Essay-
writing

An Essay can 
afford to contain 
some digressive 
matter, a 
Paragraph cannot 
afford to do so

A Essay is a 
combination of a 
number of 
paragraphs

A Paragraph 
contains multiple 
and unconnected 
ideas, whereas an 
Essay contains only 
one idea

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Who is responsible for accounting system and controls? Management Shareholders Auditor accountant 

________ means all the information used by the auditor in 
arriving at the conclustion on which the auditor opinion is 
based Audit programme Audit control Audit evidence Audit paper

________ states that the auditor should respect the 
confidentiality of information acquired in the course of 
work

SA 230 SA 500 SA 200 SA 300



__________ makes it compulsory to disclose the 
corresponding figure for the previous year in case of 
companies. schedule-I Schedule-II Schedule-III Schedule-VI 

____________ is an intangible assets. inventory cash patents loose tools 

____________ is using the work of Another Auditor. SA-550 SA-600 SA-610 SA-620

____________ showing different departments and sections 
in the organisation Organisation chart Organisation table Organisation map Name block

_________________ shows the details of royalty to be 
received

Expenses 
statement

Income statement
Royalty 
Agreement

Any statement

Arrears of preference dividend is a long term liability
contingent 
liability fictitious liability fixed liability

Audit has been derived from the Latin word __________ 
which means to'hear'. Audire Audi Verfiication Examination

Audit of bank is an example of ___________. continous audit final audit statutory audit non statutory audit

Audit plan should be based on client's Profits Business Networth Reputation

Audit Plan should be primarily based on knowledge of the 
____________

Client accounting 
system Client goals Client business Client Culture



Audit programme should be_______ Oral Flexible Hand written Rigid

Audit sampling  mean  the _______ of audit  procedure . Allotment Application Accountability Acceptance

Audit Working papers are the property of the Auditor Client Director Government

Bank reconciliation statement  is not ______ to check  the 
books of account . Payment Statement Operation Transaction

Current investments are held for
not more than one 
year

not more than 3 
years

not less than one 
year

not more than 5 
years

Detect material error is __________. 
Auditor is 
responsible 

management is 
responsible 

Both are 
responsible 

neither are 
responsible 

Examination of Sr. No. of the voucher enables the 
auditor to know that _____________________

The transaction is 
valid

the entry is correct
there are 
transactions taken 
place

there is no missing 
vouchers

Fixed assets are valued at cost market value

cost or market 
value whichever is 
less

cost or market 
value whichever is 
more

For disclosure of furniture verify AS10 revised AS6 AS14 AS11

Good Internal Control system requires
effective 
managerial review ineffective control incompetent people competent auditor



In CARO 2016, CARO stands for __________
Companies Auditor 
Report Order

Companies  
Accountant Report 
Order

Companies Auditor 
Representation 
Order

Companies 
Accountant 
Representation 
Order

In Cases of Unclaimed dividend, the auditor should 
examine Whether _________

The amount has 
been deposited in 
a separate bank 
account

Deposited with 
the cashier

Deposited with the 
Auditor

Held in Safe 
deposit box

Independent Auditor is a 
watchdog for 
outsiders

watchdog for 
shareholders

watchdog for 
employees

watchdog for 
directors

Internal control is subject to test checking human error dynamic conditions
clerical errors in 
accounting

Internal reports include Annual report Trade journal Web sites
publication of 
professional bodies

Inventory is valued at cost market value

cost or market 
value whichever is 
less realisable value

Long term investments are to be included in-----tangible 
assets intangible assets total assets current assets

Objectives of audit planning is 
Identification of 
potential problems

Identification of 
work Deadline of work

Preparation of 
Annual Report

Routine  checking  is _______ . Interesting Arithmetical monotonous advanced 

Routine checking  involved ______ checking of every 
transaction. High Detail Posting Recording



Routine checking fail to detect  _______ errors . Duplication Compensating Principal Casting

Sampling help to complete the checking  & audit  in _____ . Time Place Day Factor

Secret reserve can be created by _____________. 
public limited 
company only 

banking company 
only 

private limited 
company co-opertaive socities

Self-constructed assets should be valued on the basis of contractors bill invoice cash memo
invoice & cash 
memo

Standard Auditing 550 is related with _____________. related parties going concern subsequent events Audit sampling 

Standard on Auditing 320 deals with ____________. true and fair view interim audit materiality final audit 

Statutory auditor has a right to attend 
shareholders 
meeting Board meeting Crediors meeting Union meeting

Test check  provide  ____ for audit work . Speed Payment Information Discussion

The ______________ in the voucher should be in a 
proper sequence

Serial Number Contact Number
Telephone 
Number

Roll Number

The Auditors liability is laid down under __________. companies Act 
co-operative 
socities Act partnership Act JHFB Act 



The objective  of routine checking  is the verification of the 
balancing of the _______accounts. Journal Ledgers Personal Nominal

The objective of ____________ is to give an opinion 
whether the accounts are true and fair Accouting Monitoring Checking Auditing

Useful life of patents as per AS-26 is 10years 20years 5years 15years

Which of the following asset is least likely subjected to 
lien? freehold land plant& machinery leasehold property motor vehicles

Which of the following SA deals with Audit Planning? SA610 SA300 SA620 SA230

Working papers pinpoint the ____________ of the work 
done by each members

Sincerity Accetability Authority Responsibility 

C. S . P

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

Managing Director is also _____ of the company.
Chief Executive 
Officer

Chief Explanation 
Officer

Chief Expansion 
Officer

Chief 
Entertainment 
Officer

____ can not be appointed as a director. Major Minor Women Men



____ directors are appointed by third parties. Residential Women Nominated Casual

____ form is required to be filed with ROC on 
appointment of director. DIR-1 DIR-4 DIR-3 DIR -2

Purchasing of requisite amount of ____ shares is a 
must for every director. Qualification Cumulative Redeemable Preference

______ is known as DIN.

Directors 
Identification 
Number

Directors 
Information  
Number

Directors 
Identification 
Name

Directors 
Information Name

DIN is unique ____ digit number. 6 7 8 5

DIN is alloted to each director by ____ Government. Central State Local International

Each director gets ____ DIN despite multiple 
directorships. Two One Three Four

____ are the meetings of shareholders. AGM EOGM Statutory All of these

____ meeting is held once in the lifetime of the 
company. AGM EOGM Statutory Class

___ meeting is a regular feature of the company. AGM EOGM Statutory
Special



Statutory meeting is to be taken within ___ months 
from the date of company formation. Two Three Four Six

First meeting of shareholders is known as ____ 
meeting. AGM EOGM Statutory

General

____ report is passed in the first official meeting of the 
shareholders. Statutory Annual Special Administrative

_____ meeting is compulsory for all types of 
companies as per Section 96 of IC Act, 2013.

Statutory Annual General Class Special

Dematerialisation is a process of holding securities in 
______ form . Physical Electronic Paper Book

Dematerialisation helps in ______.
Quick Transfer of 
shares Easy handling Transparency All of these

Chances of fraud are ____ in physical share dealing. Nil Less More Negligible

Transactions are settled ____ in Dematerialisation. Quickly Slowly Haphazardly Hurriedly

Dematerialisation has introduced _____ trading 
system. Physical Paperless Transactional Mutual

Investor has to open Demat account with ____. Company Stock Exchange Registered Broker Depositories



Registered broker in Dematerialisation is called _____.
Depository 
Participant Depositories Partner Investor

DRF is _____.
Demat Request 
Form

Demat Renewal 
Form

Demat Recharge 
Form

Demat 
Registration Form

_______ act as a Custodian of securities of investors of 
all categories .

Depository 
Participant Depositories Partner Investor

CDSL is ________. 
Cemi Depository 
Services Ltd

Central 
Depository 
Sources Ltd

Central Demat 
Services Ltd

Central Depository 
Services Ltd

NSDL is ______.

Nominal 
Securities 
Depository Ltd

National Serum 
Depository Ltd

National 
Securities 
Depository Ltd

National Securities 
Demat Ltd

________ is a process of holding securities in virtual 
form . Resale Repurchase Dematerialisation Rematerialisation

Main objective of corporate governance report is to 
improve the ____ of the company . Business Profit Image Assets

 _____ report gives the information about efforts 
made by the company in serving the society . Committee

Corporate 
governance Audit

Corporate Social 
Responsibility

___ is the amount paid by the company to its owners 
out of the annual profit earned. Dividend Shares Interest Advances

 Dividend is return on investment and paid to _____ 
shareholders . Debenture Preference Equity All of these



_____dividend is declared by BODs before the close of 
financial year. Pro rata Interim Final Extrernal

______is a Lien created on the assets of the company.
Charge Interest Dividend Penalty

Company secretary must inform _____ within 30 days 
of creation of charge. SEBI Stock Exchange ROC Director

There are various types of ______ for different 
categories of offences & non compliances by the 
company. Charges Rewards Dividend Penalties

There are ____ methods of winding up of the 
company. Two Three Four Many

______ passes  an order for dissolving the company on 
fulfillment of all legal compliances. SEBI ROR Tribunal CLB

Annual report is sent to all members alongwith _____ 
of AGM. Notice Circular Order Minutes

Dividend rate is recommended by _____in the 
meeting.

Board of 
Directors Shareholders Chairman CEO

COMPUTER

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4



A search engine can search for which type of information?

Text-based 
information only

Images only Only videos 

Any type of text-
based information, 
images and videos

Which of these is incorrect about java?

It can be used for 
linking to an online 
database

It can be used for 
creating chat 
applications

 It is not suitable for 
mobile devices 

It is used for creating 
applets

The term 'compression' refers to:

 transforming the 
data into an 
unintelligence 
format at the 
sending end .

at the receiving 
end, convert the 
encrypted data 
back to intelligent 
format

convert data into a 
common format 
before transmitting

reduce the number 
of bits  to be 
transmitted

Segmentation refers to:

convert data into a 
common format 
before transmitting

make sure that the 
entire message 
arrives at the 
receiving system, 
without error

divide the message 
into smaller 
segments, number 
then and retransmit

divide the message 
into smaller 
segments , and send 
along different 
routes

The combined tasks of the Applications ,Presentation and 
Session layers  of the OSI model is performed by which layer 
of the TCP protocol? Session layer Data link layer Application layer Transport layers

The relational model represents the database as a collection 
of ___. Rows Relations Columns can't say

Raw facts that have not been processed are called______.

Database

Information Data Operation

A collection of data that is  related in some way is called 
____. Database DBMS Data Columns



The Database where all the information about the various 
activities of the  organization that is required to support its 
operation is stored is called  as ______ database. Cloud Data link layer External Operational

Data _____  contain current as well as old historical data of 
the organization. models companies warehouses base

If you want to  print a  datasheet , you can use ______ tools 
to make it look better than the standard display. Designing Displaying Formatting Current

By ________ a column you can arrange columns in the 
order you want. moving copy dragging defining

If a column is delted, Accesss _____ all data its contains. Deletes copy store display

By adding a _________ , it will display a list of fixed set of 
values you enter when you create the field. Lookup field Text Hyperlink AutoNumber

An __________ allows you to control, what values a 
database  user can enter into a field. input mask Lookup field Text Hyperlink

Which section will not appear when you create a report in 
Design view. Page Header Detail Page Footer Body

_______ tool is useful if you want to include only a few 
fields from a table. Report Wizard Report Report Design  Blank Report

_____ consist of literal characters such as spaces,dots, 
paraenthsis and placeholders. Lookup Wizard records input mask Tables



The filename extension of C files is 

.C

.Com .CPP .CP

______ keys are those fields whose values uniquely identify 
each record in the table.

Unique

Primary Separate New

T. T.

Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4

An official body would be useful in dealing with problems 
related to ______ prices in tourism sector increasing decreasing stabilising cost

Tourism planning is within framework of Resource ______. possession utilisation Conservation wastage

Planning in tourism is needed for success of both economy 
& __________. individual business person guide

Special attention must be given to the facilities and  _____ 
factor while calculating the tourist supply for tourism 
planning process. roads seasonal rail internet

The long-term plans in tourism  ranges upwards from 10 
years to __ years. 25 12 13 14

______department deals with foreign tourists of the travel 
agency. international tour management National tour administration



The work of handling the ______ is done by the tour 
operations department. finance administration visitors management

Travel operatores are responsible for delivering and ___ the 
travellers vacation. booking performing regulating promoting

Travel operators present tour ________. packages grading insurance currency

_________is a function that  helps in pricing of a travel 
product. Finance travel tour Computation

IATA's vision is to safe,secure and ________ air transport 
industry which sustainably connects the countries. profitable small large micro

The Trade association deals with technical,legel,financial , 
traffic and _____ matters. budget Agency internet technology

________ shops are an important division of ITDC. Currency Discount Duty Duty-free

It is the social responsibility of tourism industry to respect 
the ________ community and protect their culture and 
traditions. local national reserved general

Hotels must adopt the Go ______  initiative to for 
environment sustainability. Blue Brown Green Yellow

No increase in water charges for a period of _____ years 
except urban area is an additional incentive for special 
tourism districts. Ten One Five Two



DoT will develop 7 essential infrastructure facilities in 
collaboration with private parties which include _________. factory forest river wifi zones

Sustainable tourism is defined as ‘tourism that respects 
both local people and the _______, cultural heritage and 
the environment’ government  traveler BMC Civic Body

Vision of the Maharashtra Tourism P olicy2016 is to  
Develop Maharashtra as a popularand _________ tourist 
destination environment sustainable profitable service

The target of MTP 2016 is to create Create 1 million 
additional ____ in tourism sector regions offices jobs unions


